
“Feedback Putter Grips” Builds off  Successful  Debut now Appearing at
West Michigan Golf Show

Feedback Putter Grips are revolutionizing how golf players putt. The company is spreading word with 
their latest appearance being at the West Michigan Golf Show.
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An improved ability to putt effectively can bring a golf
player’s game to the next level. In remarkable  news,
“Feedback Putter Grips” debuted their flagship product,
an all-metal putter grip, that skyrockets the ability to
putt. After their successful debut at the PGA
Merchandise Show in Orlando, Florida on January 21st to
24th to rave reviews, the company has followed this up
now by appearing at the West Michigan Golf Show, one
of the most important golf shows in the region and of the
year. 

“The Orlando PGA Golf Show was very inspirational for
us,” commented a spokesperson from Feedback Putter
Grips. “Seeing how well players responded and getting their feedback everyday is amazing. The West 
Michigan Golf Show is the next step in spreading the word about this amazing product, that is changing
the way people perfect their skills and play the game.”

Feedback Putter Grips are all metal and adjustable grips that boost feel, stability, and feedback.

The West Michigan Golf Show is being held between February 14th to February 16th, 2020. The 
company will have a table and be very happy to discuss the product directly, answer any questions and 
show the extremely high-quality manufacture of the product first-hand.

Reviews have been extremely positive.

Chris S., from Orlando, recently said in a five-star review, “I was lucky enough to pick up a Feedback 
Putter Grip at the Orlando PGA show and I love it. It is totally brilliant and my friends that play with 
me all are ordering their own as well.  Fully recommended.’

To learn more be sure to visit https://www.feedbackgrips.com.
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